Innovation powered by inspiration

The Pioneer
in Industrial
Intelligence

A member of

Acmon Data specializes in the development and implementation of
information systems for production control and warehouse management,
aiming at collecting, processing, managing and evaluating information by
coordinating all production processes in collaboration with any ERP system.
The company offers tailor made solutions concerning MES and Supply chain
systems, weighing systems and print & apply applications as well as Product
Inspection Systems (x-ray, metal detectors, check-weighing equipment).

In Acmon Systems we develop innovative Bulk Handling solutions - ranging
from raw material reception and storage up to the final product dispatch
- in close co-operation with our customers. We offer tailor made applications,
adjusted to meet our customers’ unique needs and requirements and,
of course, meeting the highest quality, safety & service standards. Our vast
experience since 1992 in Conveying, Feeding, Mixing and Automation, allows
us to deliver turnkey plants handling solid and liquid materials.

The experts in handling automation. The company is specialized in
designing innovative solutions for conveying, palletizing systems up to
packaging systems. Our aim is to speed up your business by increasing
productivity through integrated robotic and automation solutions at the
last stage of production (end-of-line). The company has installed more
than 250 applications within the Food, Beverage and Building Materials
industry.
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Acmon Group is a reliable and established group of companies, each one specializing in a
specific industry sector. Together, they make a great team providing a full range of functions and
services resulting in efficient turnkey digital factories in a wide range of industries: Food &
Beverage, Glass, Plastic & Rubber and Building Materials industry. The Group is a leader in the
Greek market, and the last decade we have expanded our projects in Europe, Africa, the Middle
East, USA and Japan.

Worldwide Presence
Our projects, our experience, our know-how and our expertise keep expanding. We keep on
travelling and leaving our mark of success all over the world. Be a part of our dream. Share your
goals with us, wherever your business is.
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RECEPTION & IDENTIFICATION
OF RAW MATERIALS

TracePro provides accurate inventory
control with FIFO-FEFO procedures.

PRODUCTION CONTROL PROCESS

TracePro monitors and executes the production
orders that are drawn up by the production supervisor.
The released production orders of the production plan
are downloaded from TracePro to the control system of
the plant (PLCs, Weighing, Systems, Controllers etc.).
Direct recording of the production and productivity data.

JOB MANAGEMENT

TracePro has the capability for planning,
managing, and executing jobs. Each job
can further break down into operation-specific
entities (Staging, Weighing and mixing, Assembly,
Quality inspection, Packaging etc).
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RECIPE & BATCH MANAGEMENT

WMS

TracePro is designed to automate batch-oriented
production processes, reduce costs, increase quality
and boost profitability. Designed to address specific
FDA regulations, TracePro increases the safety and
quality of the products because it is a computerized
solution for tracking any batch and any mix.

The TracePro WMS application exchanges
data with handheld terminals, by taking
advantage the barcode technology, but also
collaborates with scales and weighbridges.

PALLET TRACKING

Labels are printed and applied
on a pallet, TracePro records
on-line real-time) to the ERP’s
database information for every
pallet such as product details,
customer details, packaging
data, production line, SSCC
and many more.

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

TracePro control coding and making of primary (item)
and secondary packaging. Ensures that all the products
will have the correct labels, so to be recognized easily,
ensures total traceability and compliance with any
regulation and customers’ requirements.

INDUSTRY 4.0
"It is not the strongest of the species
that survives but the most intelligent
and adaptable to change”

MES
We are living in a world that constantly changes, demanding greater
integration of business functions and interconnection of industrial
ones. Production needs recording, data collecting, displaying on
a real time and controlling. TracePro represents the perfect key tool
to fill the gap between management and production, it is an MES
system designed and built by Acmon Data, integrated with all
E.R.P’s leading us ahead of the Industry 4.0 revolution.
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► Production results must be accurate to calculate and decrease your costs effectively.
When your sales and marketing department gives you the new market needs, you can
put the data in the production planning system which takes expected demand, initial and
target stock capacity and resource availability into account. These needs include finished
products and volume requirements, with due delivery dates and prices. By planning your
production with precision, you can identify the necessary machines, tools, labor resources
and materials at a suitable cost, meeting viable production goals. You can trace costs
related to each production batch, identify discrepancies as they occur, adjust and
increase efficiency and profitability.
► Reach a uniform quality for your products. TracePro reaps the benefits from
incorporating the principles of “modular batch automation”, as defined by international
standards. Setting the equipment and its operations apart from how to determine the
production process enables your average production personnel to design easy and
fast production formulas and procedures, without the aid of specialist engineers.
► View all production bottlenecks in real-time. A simple dashboard displays
current production lines, machines, devices, jobs, operations and personnel status.
You can view data online anywhere in the world with a VPN. The system provides
comprehensive historical data on production and productivity. In addition, it enables
you to trace all materials used in all production phases, for any incoming batch and
from any production line.
► Trace back your batches and all production lines faster, from the comfort of your
own office. TracePro provides on-line and real-time reports on the efficiency of each
machine, including actual work time, downtime, idle time etc. You can identify the
problems in the production process immediately. TracePro passes on the information
to the appropriate department and allows for prompt orders of spare parts or any
other action necessary.
► Track the performance of each machine on the production line online, without
taxing reports from excel and docs files. TracePro Data Collection records machine
data, such as operational cycle time, idle time, setup time, downtime and more.
In addition, it records all key staff and operations-related events via data terminals.
You can verify the production progress and the related non-complying batches in real
time and for different production plants. Reporting and charting options organize a
large volume of historical data into comprehensive reports and charts to identify
issues and drive improved productivity. All just a click away.
Putting the info flow from multiple machines and production lines together for OEE
and Asset Utilization reports is hard work. Do it correctly and effortlessly with the
TracePro system.

ERPs are great, but they
cannot replace MES systems
► ERPs cannot meet the requirements of a complex production line
► ERPs don’t give you real time reporting from the production.
Data is transferred orally or in writing, creating a serious gap
► MESs are designed to be simple and easy to use, because they are
designed for production people and not for management offices
► MESs update automatically any ERP. Users do not understand the
integration of the two systems. The one system updates the other
one on with online data bases
► MESs offer greater flexibility than ERPs, concerning not only
large-scale but also medium sized manufacturing companies
► When using MES systems you do not face duplicates,
you do not enter data manually, you don’t have to search
in your files to find what you are looking for
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TracePro is a hybrid system, communicating with ERPs
via “documents”, with machines via “tags” and with
operators via interactive screens

Advantages of TracePro
► When using TracePro you have the knowledge of the 'what did happen' and not
of 'what should be done'
► TracePro reduces your operating costs and give you full control of all your costs
► TracePro gives you a better view of your performance and your production/storage/
distribution efficiency
► TracePro ensures traceability at all stages of production
► TracePro makes the most out of your production machines
► TracePro increases efficiency in terms of energy saving & machine life
► TracePro enhances quality and uniformity of your product

WMS
End-to-end Warehouse Management Solution
Enables Small and Mid-sized (SMB) Enterprises to
Drive Rapid, Out-of-Box Warehouse Optimization
and Efficiency
Acmon Data offers you a warehouse management suite that enables executives,
managers and warehouse personnel to access real-time supply chain analytics
and take proactive or corrective action anywhere, anytime.
By implementing TracePro WMS your workforce is empowered to maximize business
results through immediate information exchange. With a highly accessible and
actionable warehouse management suite, you will be able to respond to evolving
market pressures and deliver on ever-shrinking time to delivery windows.
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Why implementing
Acmon Data’s WMS Suite
► Avoid Costly Errors with Up To 99% Inventory Accuracy
Through robust cycle counting capabilities, real-time information confirmation
and verification, our solution gives your employees and their managers immediate feedback on work accuracy. An accurate system ensures workers are not
looking for missing inventory or overloading any given location.
► Boost On-Time and Complete Shipments
Increased fill rates and decreased cycle times enable you to avoid costly
shipping delays and backorders that jeopardize valuable customer relationships.
In addition, overall process efficiency decreases cycle time, resulting in more
on-time shipments.
► Drive Increase productivity
Our solutions not only maximize efficiency and worker safety, but their
advanced functionality increases inventory turns and provides detailed
worker accountability, resulting in heightened productivity.
► Optimize Warehouse Space
We provide directed stock rotation, intelligent picking directives,
automatic consolidation, and cross-docking to maximize the use
of valuable warehouse space.
► Eliminate Paper processes
► Enhance decision-making capability
► Create a single billing platform

They say about us:
► Acmon Data’s exceptional & very professional approach allowed us

to install TracePro in our facilities, within budget and time! TracePro
today, helps us have a complete picture, traceability and production
reassurance at the same time, while helping us increase not only our
efficiency but our quality as well.
Nikos Loulis CEO, Loulis Mills S.A.

► With the integration of TRACE PRO and its accurate customization in

accordance to our strategic business requirements, MEGARA RESINS
has entered in a new era of digital industrial transformation. Under this
context and through the digital configuration that was applied across
all levels of our process operations, we’ve successfully optimized our
inventory management, supply chain and manufacturing efficiency,
allowing us in parallel to minimize downtimes, operational costs
and secure zero defect manufacturing, thus ensuring outstanding
product excellence.
Kostas Papachristos, International Commercial Manager
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► A very good and long-term cooperation in supporting factory’s
manufacturing systems.

Spyros Karapanos Engineering & EOHS Manager, Colgate – Palmolive

► Since 2009 our trustful partnership with Acmon Data has been

rewarding for us and this is clearly shown from the upward trend
of the two companies.
Athanasia Valianatou, CEO EVAL S.A.

► A company that listens to customers' needs and tries to satisfy
them, having a good knowledge of the subject.
Theodore Batis, CEO Sefco Zeelandia

Why us
► We adjust to You
TracePro is a mature product which can adjust to any project
without demanding multi time and multi cost upgrades.

► Flexibility is an advantage
Due to our flexible team set-up we can commission in short-time
extensive projects optimizations up to plant control or partial solutions.

► We Care
We see ourselves as a valuable part of the customer’s company.
We can develop custom made solutions, being at the same time
reliable partners.

► Committed to Support You
TracePro is designed and implemented by experts
with sound industry expertise; you will always enjoy full
technical support not depending on a single person.

► Diversity
TracePro is the “child” of Acmon Data having a course of multitude
of projects in a large number of Industry types: bakery, fresh products,
poultry, plastic, etc.

► Reliability
Acmon Data is a member of Acmon Group, a trustworthy
and reliable group of companies.
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We support you
In a world where production is constantly moving forward, raw materials are delivered around the clock
and sales are pressing on production constantly. We at Acmon Group are aware of the problems of an
unintended halt in production, especially for sensitive products.
We invest in long term, trustworthy collaborations, offering a complete service package oriented to
customer needs, drawing on our experience in Manufacturing Execution, Warehouse Management
Systems and Automation Systems (plc, scada).
After concluding a basic agreement, the Customer enjoys on-call assistance, periodic remote-connection
checks and telephone assistance.
Our ultimate goal is to become your life partner; always alert to troubling issues,
always proactive, always responding to your needs and the ever-changing market demands.

Innovation powered by inspiration

ACMON DATA S.A.

12th km National Road Athens-Lamia,
GR 14452, Metamorfosi | Greece
T +30 21061 05831

www.acmondata.com

